
FleetUp Overview

Product overview

FleetUp offers the industry’s only true all-in-one solution. Users 

can track and manage everything from vehicles to equipment to 

cargo to employees to job sites. And they can do it via both 

desktop and mobile devices. The FleetUp Admin mobile app 

makes it easy to control your operation from anywhere.

Key features & benefits 

With FleetUp, users get a real-time look at every single inch of their operation. They also get a big picture view that shows them how they 

can make their business more efficient as a whole. Custom alerts, available via SMS, email, or on-screen pop-up, deliver precisely tailored 

information to each team member. Everyone is kept up-to-date on the information they need to know; no one is overwhelmed by alerts that 

aren’t their responsibility.

AI dashcams 

Stream real-time video. Accident footage automatically uploads 

to the cloud. Voice assistants prevent reckless driving. 

GPS tracking 

Real-time monitoring updates every 10 seconds. Every asset is 

visible on a single screen accessible via desktop and mobile. 

Theft and loss prevention 

Receive the industry’s only break-in alerts. Engine shutoff stops 

thieves in their tracks. Anti-theft features keep assets safe. 

Engine and vehicle health 

Receive real-time engine health alerts. Centralize all 

maintenance records on one cloud platform. 

Client management and collaboration 

Send live ETAs to customers. Collaborate with partners by 

sharing custom sets of real-time data. 

Employee management 

Voice assistants prevent reckless driving. Safety scores pinpoint 

dangerous drivers. Remote job assignments make managing 

easy. 

Compliance 

Voice assistants help remove errors from HOS logs. An easy-to-

use interface makes FleetUp’s HOS app a driver favorite. 

Fuel management 

Reduce fuel use by 10% or more. See which vehicles are 

wasting fuel and why - due to idling, high RPM, or other factors. 

Climate monitoring 

Monitor the temperature and humidity of reefers. Put multiple 

trackers in different locations to see an entire reefer’s climate. 

Fleet software 

Do everything with powerful, real-time software, available on 

mobile and desktop. Keep up-to-date in real time with custom 

alerts.



Key fleet statistics
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FleetUp delivers

$214k
The average cost of a single cargo theft

Prevent cargo theft with FleetUp’s advanced anti-theft solution.

$39 million
The amount of fines the FMCSA collects in a single year

Reduce FMCSA fines with FleetUp’s HOS voice assistant.

$1 billion
Yearly industry losses due to trucks waiting at loading docks

Keep wait times under control with FleetUp’s automated detention time tracker.

$4k - $10k
The average cost of replacing an engine

Stop engine failure with FleetUp’s engine health alerts and centralized maintenance platform.

$16,500

The amount an average crash costs the driver’s employer

Improve driver safety with the FleetUp AI Dashcam’s voice assistant and advanced safety tracking 

features.

99% accurate ETAs

10% reduction in fuel waste

10 minutes or less hardwired installation

95% accurate GPS
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